Synopsis

The definitive Alexander identification and price guide! Glenn Mandeville updates his definitive guide on Madame Alexander dolls. Over 2,000 listings and prices of dolls made from the early 1920s through 2002. Featuring one-of-a-kind and special dolls, too. Identification tips and features of the Alexander Doll faces plus other great tips for collectors. A must-have for every Madame Alexander doll collector! Glenn is one of the well-known authorities in the doll industry, with Alexander dolls being his specialty. His work is accurate, insightful, and uses the highest of standards. Benita Cohen Schwartz collaborates with Glenn on this volume. Benita brings unique perspectives, having collected Madame Alexander and other dolls for over twenty years. Catch up on the Madame Alexander Dolls IDs and values with this newest edition. 135 color photos.
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Customer Reviews

I was not disappointed in the sender but was in the product. It had SOME numbers of the products but very few compared to the number of dolls. I have several Scarletts but don’t know the years etc. Putting the item/product numbers would be a big help.

International fashion doll expert extraordinaire A. Glenn Mandeville has done it again--applied his unique talents to yet another doll project that leaves the reader speechless with delight! While I also collect Barbie, I simply adore Madame Alexander, and NO ONE covers Madame Alexander like the
incomparable Glenn Mandeville! I wouldn't be surprised if the Alexander Doll Company hasn't tried to lure Mr. Mandeville to its base of operations as the chief historian and trusted guardian of the endless bevy of lovely Alexander dolls that have been released. Surely an achievement such as this book deserves both FIVE STARS and an A+ rating! Bravo!

This is a very useful guide to Madam Alexander Dolls spanning a very large time period. The photos and the descriptions are well done. This is a useful guide and worth the money.

The book was used but arrived in pristine condition. Love that. Information was useful, though may not be entirely up to date.

Very informative
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